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Do you want to know what to do to make your
world whole again? Then you need to understand how to make the words of Rebuild reality.
Our DIY toolkit for builders of a better world,
(Rebuild: the Economy, Leadership, and You)
has new, actionable tools that open up doors
you can move through into a world that works
for all. The tools in the book open up new
options, so you can make your world whole.

This programme is for everyone. Especially, for those who want to become full
practitioners, It is the foundation for our Startup University programme, and some of
our advanced how-to workshops for builders of a better world.

We’re a for-profit, for-impact driven organisation on a
bold mission to create an inclusive economy that works

ABOUT

US

for all, by growing ecosystems of regenerative adaptive
startups and individuals addressing our social and
environmental challenges.
Our long term vision is to transform the way we see
and do business, and in doing so, rebuild and regenerate our economy and the planet.
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• LONDON

HOW
We believe: that trying harder cannot deal with our challenges, we need to try
fundamentally different. We need to transcend either-or and harness the
complementary power of yes-and.
We build fundamentally diffent: whole, regenerative
businesses; and whole, regenerative people, in our
Startup Factory and public programmes.

OUR 3 PILLARS

Creating a regenerative economy that works for all.

Individual capacity:

Business/organisational

Our Adaptive Way

capacity to deliver:

developmental practice.

Add agile, sociocratic /
Holocratic organising.

Multi-capital, multi-stakeholder capacity:
Add FairShares Commons incorporation, aligning the interests,
effort and rewards of all stakeholders across all capitals.

to create intrinsically regenerative, high performance, human, developmental and fun businesses and business ecosystems because everyone can bring their whole selves to work, and grow through work. Because
this builds whole economic models, not fragmented business models, it delivers 1000x more power to
address our global challenges.

WHY THIS PROGRAMME
WHY NOW
A rapidly growing number of people around the world know that now is our last opportunity to take dramatic action to address our climate challenge, and know that we cannot address these challenges with
the same thinking and building blocks that have led to these challenges.
You want to act, you are aware of how little time is left to take major action. But what action will work,
and work fast enough in the few years left before too much is irreversible? (And some irreversible
changes in climate have now happened.)
Jack and Graham wrote Rebuild: the Economy, Leadership, and You to provide everyone with the new
thinking and new building blocks we need to build a regenerative economy that works for all.
An Economy of the Free.
The methodology described in Rebuild for building whole regenerative business ecosystems has 1000x
more speed and power to multisolve our multi-challenges. Because it unleashes the strength of combining opposites in one whole. Cooperative communities and business; for-profit and non-profit. It makes
clear why today’s attempts cannot make enough of a difference, and what will.
Many readers of Rebuild have asked us to put on this foundation course, either to deepen their understanding of the book after reading it; or because they prefer dialogue. Join an exciting cohort of people
making a whole world work for all.

3x3 HOUR ONLINE PROGRAMME
In this 9 hour foundation course we will introduce the foundations of how to make a whole world that
works for all using the two central frameworks of the book.
1. Lenses, and how you construct who you are, your reality, from the actuality you’re embedded in; and
what you can do to regenerate yourself.
2.Why every decision you have ever and will ever take is completely rational, what this means for understanding yourself and others; building businesses that work.

3.The lenses the six strata of systems give us, and which must be made coherent, in order to build a whole
economy made of whole businesses staffed by whole people.

6 Global economy
5 Inter-ecosystem (local economic / business ecosystems, economic models)
4 Inter-organisation, inter-stakeholder, (incorporation, business models)
3 Inner-organisation (organisation design)
2 Inter-personal
1 Inner-personal
How these strata are connected, and why you must have a coherent approach across 1-4 to create a
whole organisation.

YOU
•
•
•
•

Who are you, and how you construct reality, i.e., make meaning. Stages of adult development and world
views in Spiral Dynamics.
Your nature: needs, talents and energies.
How you think: new lenses for solving the challenges you are faced with. Complementary pairs and the
28 post-logical thought forms.
Integrating your nature, how you think, and what you think, into a new whole using our Adaptive Way.

ORGANISATIONS
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organisations as living beings, with knowable and unknowable components, and so what to do to build
a culture, systems and interactions that quickly adapt to new business drivers in an uncertain, complex
world.
The three dimensions of an organisation: human, roles and tasks, and incorporation (Fig. 12.2) vs. the six
strata.
What adult development means for creating fluid, agile, sociocratic or Holacratic organisations; Vygotsky
zones.
Why standard incorporations, and / or insufficiently robust developmental practices make sociocratic /
Holacratic / Teal organisations fragile.
Incorporation: from the limited company at level 0 to the FairShares Commons level 5.
Why the Commons that has served humanity well for millennia has been mistakenly vilified, and what we
must include to build an economy that works for all.
The foundations of the FairShares Commons company.
Fragile, robust, antifragile zones in the 3D space organisations sit in.
How to create antifragile vs. fragile psychological safety at work, how to harness inner and inter-personal tensions to improve outcomes.
The journey from traditional management hierarchies to fully autopoeitic and developmental organisation designs.

THE ECONOMY
•
•

•
•

Why what you’ve learnt in business school makes you over-estimate wins and under-estimate losses.
Why our economy is failing us, and why today’s economics is not capable of guiding us towards a whole
economy. Why we need to create free commons companies and an economy of the free if we are to address our global challenges.
The common underlying foundations of all such companies.
Why every decision you have ever and will ever take is completely rational, and what this means for economics be useful in making a whole economy that works for all.

CORE FACILITATORS

Graham Boyd
Graham believes that now is the best time
ever to build a whole world that works for
all. Startup founder, disruptive innovator and
co-author of Rebuild. He has 30 years experience spanning his own startups, consulting for multinationals, Procter and Gamble
mangement and physics research.

Marie-Nicole Schuster
Marie is committed to developing and supporting regenerative startup ecosystems. 20
years experience in leadership development,
HR, Design Thinking; & Startup Advisor &
Coach, and a startup co-founder herself.

Jack Reardon
Jack has been challenging economics orthodoxy from the start of his career, and is
well-respected as the founding editor of the
International Journal of Pluralism and Economics Education, three economics textbooks,
and a novel.

Stephanie Bouju
Stephanie has many years experience as a
senior risk manager in financial services, and
is committed to building the interactions between people and their realities we need to
rise to the world’s biggest risks

Cecil Schmitt
Cecil believes that by connecting people to
the best of what they can be we can make
the world whole. He has more than 15 years
in Organisation Development, experienced in
governance and adult development models.

NOW THAT I HAVE COMPLETED
THE FOUNDATION COURSE

WHAT’S NEXT?

FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

I WANT
MORE THEORY
& PRACTICE.

•

•

•
•
•
•

Theory and practice
modules (Bronze,
Silver, Gold)
Adaptive Way
(White to Black
belt)
FairShares Commons
Sociocracy or
Holacracy
Sociology of Ecosystems
Economic vs
Business Models

I WANT TO
CONTINUE
LEARNING
& EXPLORING
WITH OTHERS.

Join our monthly
Community of
Practice (CoP) calls.

One on one coaching
and consulting

I WANT TO
REBUILD MY LIFE
& CAREER.

Transition
Programmes:
Mid career / Mums /
Retiree/ Entry level

Startup University

Startup Accelerator

Full ecosystem member
& Exponential scaling
Accredited Practitioner
Lifelong Development
Master Practitioner

Evolutesix Member/
Facilitator

IS THIS THE RIGHT
PROGRAMME FOR ME?

You’re feeling frustrated or unfulfilled in your life and career, driving your longing to make a change that expresses
you as a unique whole.

You want to grow with more experienced practitioners
who can guide you to overcome any sense of overwhelm, of feeling lost, as you figure out your next move.

You understand that starting a new stage in life, a new
venture, requires looking inwards, to identify your core
strengths as well as hidden barriers.

You are bursting with inspiration, drive, insights, discovery and
want to uncover and share your inherent gifts.

You feel our global challenges strongly: climate, social, justice,
etc.; and you want a powerful way to turn your feeling
to action.

THIS PROGRAMME IS NOT FOR YOU IF:
You’re only interested in making a quick buck.
You want to maintain the status quo; your mindset, how our economy works.
You are unwilling to put in the effort and commitment needed.

[CLICK HERE TO REGISTER ON WAITLISTR ]

TO KNOW MORE, WRITE TO US AT
ASKEVOLUTESIX@EVOLUTESIX.COM
OR VISIT US AT
HTTPS://WWW.EVOLUTESIX.COM/FOUNDATION-PROGRAMME

Order your copy of the book.
Rebuild-The Economy, Leadership and You
By Graham Boyd and Jack Reardon

